
gut feel ing.





your body is senitive
your body is attentive
your core centers you
your core controls you
take notice in how your body reacts 
the world around you 
accept your pain
accept your sorrow
notice how your body thrives after it suffers
the absence and precense of pain is vital to 
human’s ability to function
acknowledge your pain tolerance 
that infests you
your mind is connected to your body
your emotions entangled with your entrails

listen to your gut feeling.





stomachs may be the most sensitive 
organ to our emotions
our skin may breaks out
our heads may throb
our chest may heave with anxiety
our muscles may tighten up
but our stomach takes it the worst
emotions make the body go array
the stomach eats itself alive 
contracts and convulses 
regects and reguritates 
imbalancing us and taking us down 



air and tension
our muscles contract when we become stressed, do 
they not and what is one to say that this is not the 
same within our vicera?
does our body not tighten up within, stopping the 
natural motions 
does the pain within us not come from the tension 
within us
are our bodies not connected to our mind 
are we more sensitive to our emotions than society 
gives us credit for

 







who pays their dues to their gallbladder?
an attention to something hidden behind the 
vital assets to their body
who pays their dues to their mental health?
an attention to something hidden behind a 
profoundly undiscovered 
you do not notice it 
till you are engulfed in pain
you do not value it
till you struggle to imagine 
what it was to have a life without pain



irritable bowel syndrome
is the medical term for intestinal poigancy
it is when your insides tremble from the stressors 
encompasing you
causing the foods you eat to trigger pain
creating hormonal havoc that induces a feeling of 
internal agony
and you will never quite know why you’re hurting 
inside the lining of your bowels until you acknowl-
edge 
that your emotions have rooted themselves so 
deeply within you
right down to your core
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